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Comments of the referee on the thesis highlights and shortcomings. 

 

1) Theoretical background: 

Perhaps the most commendable aspect of the thesis is the clear formulation of its subject matter 

(Arendt’s and Foucault’s conceptions of truth and truth-telling) and a clear resolve of the Author to 

defend them against the charge that their profound influence on the contemporary political culture 

was largely negative, ushering the post-truth age. Since this goal of the thesis is made abundantly 

clear right from the start, even in the most convoluted fragments of the thesis the reader detects the 

general direction of the Authors thought and argument which aims at showing that the ideas about 

truth and truth-telling of Arendt and Foucault can and should be understood in such a way that the 

charge of relativism with regard to truth is unjustified, indeed an embarrassing misreading of the 

intentions of Arendt and Foucault. Indeed, the Author tries to argue that the opposite is true: Arendt 

and Foucault may be treated as a source of insights on how to react to the challenges of the post-truth 

(which hopefully is just a fashionable intellectual construct that will soon evaporate under the 

pressure of reality). Now, obviously there is nothing controversial in taking one or the other side of 

the argument, given the methodological and textual ambiguity of Arendt and Foucault on this point 

which apparently allows for divergent interpretations, as Haolin admits, since this interpretative 

disagreement constitutes the point of departure of his thesis. Indeed, he ought to be commended for 

taking up the challenge of defending what is probably the less defensible (at least on the face of it) 

interpretation of Arendt and Foucault on truth and truth-telling. However, the problems begin when 

the Author moves to the stage of executing his plan and invites the read to follow his exploration of 

Arendt’s and Foucault’s ideas. In short, it becomes clearly quite quickly that the task is enormous, 

not least due to the difficulty of these thinkers, especially Foucault. Given that Haolin has been a 

student of an interdisciplinary study programme, one should not be surprised by a sense of observing 

someone who is jumping into a very deep water with very little prior training in swimming in the 

philosophical ocean within which these two thinkers (in the end, rather different) operate. So 

throughout the thesis one may have a sense of almost super-human effort of the will on the part of 

the Author to show that his interpretation of Arendt and Foucault is the right one, but quite often such 

a conclusion does not clearly follow from his discussion. So, in the end, the reader remains assured 

what the Author wants to show, but less convinced that the Author actually managed to show it. I 

think it would help if at some point, perhaps even at the beginning, the Author would bring together 

and present in a simple manner – be it at the risk of oversimplifying the subtlety of these subtle 



thinkers – all the main threads of his cumulative argument why such pro-truth, rather than anti-truth 

interpretation of Arendt and Foucault he finds so plausible. In the absence of such a move, the reader 

is left with an impression that instead of clarifying and bringing out the ideas of Arend and Foucault 

(which, after all, are often only implicit in their writings), the Author is himself struggling with 

understanding their ideas and as a result tries to impose on their text his favourite interpretation of 

their ideas by an act of sheer intellectual will.  

 

2) Contribution:  

The Author’s attempt is, at least to a degree as original as it is ambitious, but the limited degree to 

which the plan was executed obviously limits the global value of the contribution. Given that we are 

assessing a Bachelor thesis, one might also think in terms of “contribution” of the thesis to the 

education of the Author himself. On this count he should certainly be commended for a very 

courageous decision not just to immerse himself in the writings of two difficult thinkers, without 

much prior preparation, but also taking on one of the most fascinating developments in the global 

political culture (the post-truth moment). 

 

3) Methods:  

I find assessing methodology of works on authors like Foucault always tricky, since I’m often told 

that writing on Foucault one should apply Foucault’s also idiosyncratic methodology. Having said 

that, the explicit discussion of Haolin’s methodology used in this work is limited, to put it mildly. 

 

4) Literature: 

The scope and the difficulty of the literature the Author attempted to explore is impressive, but it is 

more difficult to understand the logic of the selection of the sources he has used. One is made to 

suspect that he read what he found and read what he could, instead of reading what he should. But 

again, given the difficulty of the subject matter, it is hard even to be clear what number of sources 

would be realistic to expect to be explored. That is true also when it comes to the primary literature.  

Here Haolin is clearly very selective and he does not explain why he focused on these, rather than 

that primary sources. 

 

5) Manuscript form:  

From the linguistic and stylistic point of view, one can detect writing the thesis was quite a struggle, 

no doubt magnified by the difficulty of the ideas explored. Some editorial lapses also bear witness to 

the speed with which Haolin has been moving through the stages of his education at Charles 

University in a hurricane-like manner. 

 

QUESTIONS to the Author: 

(a) Put yourself in a moment in the shoes of those who argue that Arendt and Foucault are among 

the main contributors to the current malaise of the post-truth condition. What are their main 

arguments in favour of such interpretation of Arendt and Foucault? 

(b) And what are your main arguments in favour of your interpretation of Arendt and Foucault? 

 
I recommend  the thesis for final defence.  
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